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MADE IN GERMANY
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close at hand and safely tucked away

travi ML:  
Compact, handy and resilient! 
 
With a length of only 1.33 meters, the travi ML is compact 
and handy for daily employment on the apron. Robustly  
designed, the travi ML itself weighs only 120 kilogram, but 
with a payload of 150 kilogram it can take plenty of ground 
support equipment. Castors and the height-adjustable handle 
with brake nevertheless ensure optimum mobility on the apron 
even in one-man operation.

TRAVIATION apron trolleys
 …  are the mobile storage area for all equipment  

needed on the apron.

 …  were developed together with German airports,  
successfully tested by public organizations and  
approved for the apron. 

 …  are part of the scope of application of the aviation 
ground equipment according to DIN EN 1915-1 to 2  
and meet the appropriate requirements.

1 handle with brake
2 FOD container for  

garbage, small parts

3 bracket for traffic cones
4 socket pin
5 height setting handle
6 castors
7 wheels
8 bracket for chocks

(ML 6 pcs / XL 8 pcs)
9 A-framework
10 mounting plate for  

affixing component parts
11 hooksdimensions: (fig. travi ML) 

travi ML (l x w x h): 1,330 x 890 x 1,160 mm
travi XL (l x w x h): 1,550 x 890 x 1,160 mm Hand-guided apron trolleys

All our equipment
for more safety on the apron 
Apron trolleys
Disinfection dispensers
Containers
Blocking systems
Chocks
Traffic cones & beacons

Detailed description of our apron trolleys
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Improve the safety and efficiency  
of apron handling
Developed together with German airports, successfully tested 
by public organizations and approved for the apron. The  
TRAVIATION apron trolleys ensure more safety on the apron, 
support work safety and improve the efficiency of  
apron handling.

The ground support equipment for apron handling finally finds a 
fixed place on the travi ML hand-guided apron trolley. Chocks, 
traffic cones, barrier tapes and FOD containers are always close 
at hand and quickly tucked away after use and thus ready for 
the next usage.

Thanks to sophisticated technology, TRAVIATION apron  
trolleys are easy to handle, stable and equipped with robust  
undercarriage and innovative braking technology.

Lots of possibilities

The TRAVIATION apron trolleys are available in two sizes,  
travi ML and travi XL, depending on needs. 
 
In addition, the apron trolleys can be individually extended, 
depending on requirements. A stable, specially developed 
mounting plate makes it easy to add component parts such  
as blocking systems or additional loads such as ladders.

Innovative braking technology  
ensures safe handling 
A decisive advantage of the travi ML apron trolley is the purely 
mechanical and maintenance-free brake. The brake has been 
tested specifically for use on the apron. Justifiably, no wearing 
parts such as springs or gas pressure are used.

Especially at different temperatures in all-weather use on the 
apron, this design has clear benefits: springs can tear out 
or wear out in the long run, gas pressure can be different  
depending on the temperature and must then be readjusted.

blocking systems

travi ML with mounting plate + laddertravi ML with equipment innovative braking technology


